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Synopsis:  

The US cannabis sector currently has ~35 
states with legal access to either medical or 
recreational-use cannabis. Similar to 
Canada, the US cannabis sector allows 
investors to leverage the strong, secular 
growth trends which are characteristic of 
the legalization of cannabis, except in end-
markets which are ~5x–10x larger. In 
aggregate, we project sales from currently 
legal US states to grow by a CAGR of ~30% 
over the next four years to reach ~US$24b. 
 

 
Source: Stifel GMP  

The US cannabis industry is highly 
fragmented due in part to restrictions on 
interstate trade, and historical challenges to 
access capital. This results in a competitive 
supply environment overall, but also a 
robust M&A opportunity for well-
capitalized, experienced industry players. 
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Estimated US cannabis retail sales

IL REC market resilient in face of COVID in April  
The IL government reported REC cannabis sales for April 2020, showing good 
growth in our view, given COVID headwinds and ongoing supply constraints.  

April growth solid despite COVID headwind. IL REC cannabis sales were $37.3m 
for April 2020, up 4% MoM and higher for the second straight month. Adjusted 
for selling days, growth for April was even stronger at ~7% MoM, equating to an 
annualized REC market size of ~$450m and regaining the prior peak level of run-
rate sales reached in Jan. 2020. This highlights resilient growth in our view, given 
the headwinds from IL’s shelter-in-place orders due to COVID, combined with 
continuing supply constraints and relatively low retail penetration with no new 
store openings during the month (total ~43 stores open for REC today). While 
IL’s April MED sales are not yet reported, we note they would need to decline by 
~20% MoM (most in recent history), for the total IL market to reach a run-rate 
of ~$750m, well positioning the state to exceed our 2020 forecast of $750m. 

Store productivity improving, with high growth potential. Store productivity 
showed some improvement in April, with annual sales per store reaching an 
estimated $10.4m/year on avg., up from a low of $10.0m/year in March, with no 
new stores opened. In our view, this is due to the strongest growth to-date in 
local traffic with sales to IL residents up 10% MoM in April. This is encouraging 
given still limited in-store selection (an important driver of local traffic in our 
view), and our expectation that IL’s REC market supply challenges should 
alleviate in H2/20. This should provide strong potential for store productivity to 
rise in H2/20, potentially to that seen in MA at avg. ~$20m/year (pre-closure).  

COVID impact ring-fenced to new store openings. With April sales showing solid 
growth despite shelter-in-place orders likely reducing store traffic levels, we 
note the negative impact from COVID should be ring-fenced to a delay in new 
store openings. On April 29th, Gov. Pritzker announced licenses for 75 new REC 
stores slated to be issued on May 1st would be delayed. While this could slow 
IL’s market growth temporarily, we expect a substantial offset from rising store 
productivity levels through H2/20, and note that our covered US operators with 
existing infrastructure stand to benefit from longer preferential market access.  

Out-of-state purchases down, but fare well. Given COVID travel restrictions, IL’s 
April REC sales to out-of-state customers were unsurprisingly down –15% MoM 
to $7.5m. However, we believe this still demonstrates a good performance with 
visitor purchases accounting for 20% of total REC sales (vs. 25% in March). With 
several of IL’s surrounding states (IA, MO, IN) initiating re-openings currently, 
solid visitor traffic levels should be sustained going forward, in our view. 

Bottom line. April was the first full month of COVID-impacted sales in a major 
US REC market without the benefit of stockpiling. Given media conjecture that 
March’s sales spikes would reverse, or that lower throughput at stores would 
hurt retail, we view April’s positive comps for IL’s REC market as refuting these 
theories, and cementing the strong secular growth trend inherent to cannabis.  
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part of their compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the provision of specific recommendations or 
views expressed herein. 

All relevant disclosures required by regulatory rules (including The Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada) 
and Stifel Canada’s recommendation statistics and research dissemination policies can be obtained at 
www.Stifel.com/Research or by calling Stifel Canada’s Compliance Department.   

Stifel Canada will provide, upon request, a statement of its financial condition and a list of the names of its Directors and 
senior officers. 

The superscript(s) following the issuer name(s) mentioned in this report refers to the company-specific disclosures below. If 
there is no such superscript, then none of the disclosures are applicable and/or required.  

Company-Specific Disclosures:  
1. Stifel Canada or an affiliate has, within the previous 12 months, provided paid investment banking services to the issuer.  
2. Stifel or an affiliate act as corporate broker and/or adviser to the Company. 
3. Stifel Canada or an affiliate owns 1% or more of this issuer’s securities.  
4. An officer, director, or an employee of Stifel Canada or an affiliate is on the board of directors of the Company. 
5. The analyst is related to an officer, director or advisory board member of this issuer.  
6. The analyst has viewed the material operations of this issuer and the issuer paid all or a portion of the travel expenses 
associated with the analyst’s site visit to its operations.  
7. The analyst has viewed the material operations of this issuer.  
8. The analyst and/or a member of their household has a position in this issuer's securities.  
9. A member of the Board of Directors of this issuer is also a member of the Board of Directors of Stifel Canada.  
10. The analyst owns this issuer's securities in a managed account but has no involvement in the investment decisions for 
that managed account.  
11. Stifel Canada or an affiliate managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for the subject company in the past 12 
months. 
12. Stifel Canada or an affiliate expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from the 
subject company in the next three months. 
13. Stifel Canada or an affiliate is a market maker or liquidity provider in the securities of the subject company. 

Stifel Canada Analysts are compensated competitively based on several criteria. The Analyst compensation pool is comprised 
of several revenue sources, including secondary trading commissions, new issue commissions, investment banking fees, and 
directed payments from institutional clients.  
 
The Stifel Canada research recommendation structure consists of the following ratings:  
 
Buy: A Buy rating reflects 1) bullish conviction on the part of the analyst; and 2) typically a 15% or greater return to target.  
Speculative Buy: A Speculative Buy rating reflects 1) bullish conviction on the part of the analyst accompanied by a 
substantially higher than normal risk, including the possibility of a binary outcome; and 2) typically a 30% or greater return to 
target.  
Hold: A Hold rating reflects 1) a lack of bullish or bearish conviction on the part of the analyst; and 2) typically a return of 0 to 
20%.  
Reduce: A Reduce rating reflects 1) bearish conviction on the part of the analyst; and 2) typically a 5% or lower return to 
target.  
Tender: Clients are advised to tender their shares to a takeover bid or similar offer.  
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Additional Disclosures 

Please visit the Research Page at www.Stifel.com/Research for the current research disclosures. 

The information contained herein has been prepared from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed by us and is 
not a complete summary or statement of all available data, nor is it considered an offer to buy or sell any securities referred 
to herein. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and do not take into account the particular investment 
objectives, financial situation or needs of individual investors. Employees of Stifel, or its affiliates may, at times, release 
written or oral commentary, technical analysis or trading strategies that differ from the opinions expressed within. Past 
performance should not and cannot be viewed as an indicator of future performance. 

As a multi-disciplined financial services firm, Stifel regularly seeks investment banking assignments and compensation from 
issuers for services including, but not limited to, acting as an underwriter in an offering or financial advisor in a merger or 
acquisition, or serving as a placement agent in private transactions. 

 
Affiliate Disclosures 

This report has been prepared by Stifel Nicolaus Canada Inc. (“Stifel Canada”), which is authorized and regulated by the 
Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (“IIROC”).  

“Stifel”, shall include our group affiliate companies: (i) Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated (“SNC”); (ii) Keefe, Bruyette 
& Woods, Incorporated (“KBWI’’), which are both U.S. broker-dealers registered with the United States Securities and 
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) and members of the Financial Industry National Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”), respectively; 
(iii) Stifel Nicolaus Europe Limited (“SNEL”), which is authorised and regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct 
Authority (“FCA”) (FRN 190412) and is a member of the London Stock Exchange and also trades under the name Keefe, 
Bruyette & Woods Europe (“KBW Europe”); (iv) our MainFirst affiliates(collectively “MAINFIRST’’): MainFirst Bank AG, which 
is regulated by the German Federal Financial Services Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht; “BaFin”), 
MainFirst Schweiz AG, which is regulated by the Eidgenössische Finanzmarktaufsicht (“FINMA”), and MainFirst Securities US 
Inc. which is a U.S. broker-dealer registered with the SEC and a member of FINRA; and (v) Stifel Nicolaus Canada, Inc. ("Stifel 
Canada") which is authorised and regulated by Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC), and also 
trades under the names Stifel GMP & Stifel First Energy. 

Registration of non-US Analysts: Any non-US research analyst employed by Stifel Canada contributing to this report is not 
registered/qualified as a research analyst with FINRA and is not an associated person of the US broker-dealer and therefore 
may not be subject to FINRA Rule 2241 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances, and 
trading securities held by a research analyst account. 

Country Specific and Jurisdictional Disclosures:  

Canada: Stifel Canada is a member of IIROC and a participant of the TSX, and TSX Venture Exchange. 145 King Street West, 
Suite 300 Toronto, Ontario M5H 1J8 Tel: (416) 367-8600.  

United States: Research produced and distributed by Stifel Canada is distributed by Stifel Canada to "Major US Institutional 
Investors" as defined in Rule 15a-6 under the US Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.  

UK and European Economic Area (EEA): This report is distributed in the EEA by Stifel Canada. Research produced by Stifel 
Canada is not intended for use by and should not be made available to non-professional clients.  

In jurisdictions where Stifel is not already licensed or registered to trade securities, transactions will only be affected in 
accordance with local securities legislation which will vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and may require that a transaction 
is carried out in accordance with applicable exemptions from registration and licensing requirements. Non-US customers 
wishing to effect transactions should contact a representative of the Stifel entity in their regional jurisdiction except where 
governing law permits otherwise. US customers wishing to effect transactions should contact their US salesperson. 
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The securities discussed in this report may not be available for sale in all jurisdictions and may have adverse tax implications 
for investors. Clients are advised to speak with their legal or tax advisor prior to making an investment decision. 

Other countries: circulation of this report may be restricted by laws and regulations in other countries and persons in receipt 
of this document must satisfy any relevant legal requirements in that country.  

Additional Information is Available Upon Request 
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